
	   SuccessMaker   Math Intervention 
15 Minute Sessions Required                       IP -Adaptive between 60 and 150 Exercises 

Math is skills based, not lesson based.  
This means that students receive instruction on 16 skills within 7 Strands. 

Student is considered struggling with one or more skills if percentage correct is less than 65% on the session  
	  

Student is struggling with a skill, system provides interventions such as: 
1. Prerequisite skill- System backs up and gives student practice at lower level in that skill. 
2. Sequential practice- System provides more practice in that skill.   
3. Tutorials- Interactive tutorial videos. Sometimes comes on automatically and sometimes pops up as an icon on 

the screen.  These are not scored, only practice.   
 

Math does not report remediation on the Last Session Report. 
After the above intervention, the skill is put back into the mix and the student must answer 4 questions correct in a row of 

6-8 questions for the skill to be considered mastered. 
	  

Teacher Intervention:  
Work with students who are performing below 
65% on the Last Session Report. 
 
Student receives instruction on skill outside of the 
program:  
1. Instruction using Learning Objectives. Use 

Last Session Graph, Mastery Tab, off line LO 
Viewers. 

2. Classroom instruction.	  
 
 

Skill not mastered after 
intervention: Skill goes into  
Skills in Delayed Presentation  

 
	  

Skill not mastered after 
intervention: Skill goes into  
Skills in Delayed Presentation 2  

	  

Skill not mastered after intervention: 
Skill goes into Skills Not Mastered  

	  

If skill still not mastered after outside intervention, goes into Skills Not Mastered  (Student Performance Report, Areas 
of Difficulty Report): 

	  

Once a skill is listed under Skills Not Mastered (Areas of Difficulty Report), 
intervention will not remove it from the report. 
 
To count the current course level as valid for each student the following must be met: 
 

• Percent correct 65%-85% correct 
• Mastery at 90% or higher 

	  

Last Session Report 
Monitor	  Daily	  

Monitored in Student Performance Report- the skill is paused to allow the teacher to 
provide outside intervention in skills in Delayed Presentation.	  


